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### Title:
Guico vs. Estate of Florencio P. Buan: A Case on Grant of Additional Bus Service Trips in the
Philippines

### Facts:
On December 6, 1954, Ramon J. Guico applied for a certificate of public convenience to
operate  bus  services  between  various  locations  (Bangued  (Abra)-Manila,  Laoag  (Ilocos
Norte)-Manila,  Vigan  (Ilocos  Sur)-Manila,  and  Aparri  (Cagayan)-Manila  via  Claveria).
However,  later  he  dropped  the  Aparri-Manila  application.  Meanwhile,  the  Estate  of
Florencio P. Buan, already operating along those routes, sought authority for additional
trips and opposed Guico’s application. This opposition was joined by other transportation
stakeholders. The applications, consolidated for a joint trial, revealed a public need for
eleven more round trips across the contested lines, which the commission allocated all to
the Estate of Buan for reasons including capacity, experience, and existing operation rights.

Guico, dissatisfied, appealed to the Supreme Court, challenging the allocation of additional
trips and the commission’s determination of the public’s needs.

### Issues:
1. Whether the Public Service Commission correctly assessed the public need for additional
bus service trips.
2. Whether the Commission erred in allocating all authorized additional trips exclusively to
the Estate of Florencio P. Buan.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court deferred to the Public Service Commission’s assessment regarding
public need for additional services, acknowledging the Commission’s access to pertinent
data and its capacity to evaluate service requirements. On the allocation of additional trips,
the  Court  sided with  the  Commission,  rationalizing  that  the  Estate  of  Buan’s  existing
operation  rights,  capacity,  and  experience  justified  the  decision.  The  Court  further
dismissed  the  claim  that  Guico’s  application  precedence  or  contributions  to  evidence
regarding public need entitled him to a favorable decision.

### Doctrine:
The doctrine  of  protection  for  established operators  came into  play,  emphasizing  that
incumbent service providers with a proven track record and adequate resources deserve
preference in service expansions where public interest is served. Additionally, the Court
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reiterated that the Public Service Commission’s discretion should be respected unless there
is clear evidence of grave abuse.

### Class Notes:
– **Doctrine of Protection for Established Operators**: Established transportation service
operators with adequate capacity, experience, and resources may be given preference for
additional service authorizations to ensure continuous and reliable service.
– **Public Service Commission’s Discretion**: The judgment and discretion of the Public
Service Commission in determining public service needs and operator capabilities should
not be interfered with except on grounds of grave abuse.
– **Public Interest in Transportation Services**: In allocating public utility operations, the
paramount  consideration  is  whose  operation  best  serves  the  public  interest  regarding
efficiency, reliability, and capability.

### Historical Background:
This case emerges from a period of developing public transportation infrastructure and
regulatory  frameworks  in  the  Philippines.  Post-war  recovery  and  economic  growth
necessitated  improved  and  expanded  transport  services,  leading  to  conflicts  among
emerging and established operators over lucrative routes. The decision underscores the
balance between encouraging new industry participants and ensuring reliable, continuous
service by favoring established, capable providers in the public’s best interest.


